I. Introduction
===============

Most medical billing processes are done electronically, but the manner of generating bills is still largely manual, even though the electronic medical record (EMR) and the order communication system (OCS) have been widely used. Achieving semantic interoperability not only among hospital systems (EMR, OCS, generation of bills), but also among many systems outside the hospital, requires that clinical data elements are captured in a standardized form \[[@B1]\]. However, several \'standards\' exist, even in areas of medical terminology such as Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine-Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT), Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes (LOINC), and Current Procedural Terminology (CPT), which is used only in the US. Each standard has its own purpose and the structure fits its goals, so adoption of several standard terminologies simultaneously is inevitable. Their coverage, however, often overlaps \[[@B2]-[@B4]\]. For interoperable health information technology to become a reality, reference mapping among standard terminologies is necessary.

SNOMED CT, LOINC, and CPT would seem to be the key terminologies for the automated generation of bills for laboratory tests in an EMR environment. Because CPT is the most widely accepted medical nomenclature used to report medical procedures and services under public and private health insurance programs, clinical data stored in SNOMED CT format should be translated to CPT for the automated generation of bills in the US. However, direct mapping between them would be difficult because SNOMED CT codes should be post-coordinated to express the CPT code and a CPT code can be expressed by numerous post-coordinated SNOMED CT code sets. The situation is similar in Korea; the only difference is the code set.

If the automated generation of billing algorithms with CPT codes and other standard terminologies were possible, then it could also work with the Korean health insurance claim code set. Because the LOINC and SNOMED CT code have not been translated into Korean, CPT is more feasible for the purpose of determining the possibility of creating algorithms for automated bill generation. Therefore, we decided to first try using the CPT code.

LOINC is concept-oriented terminology, and cross mapping tables exist between SNOMED CT concepts and LOINC concepts, provided by the International Health Terminology Standards Development Organization (IHTSDO) \[[@B5]\]. Also, the owners of SNOMED CT and LOINC have announced that they would cooperate in the generation of laboratory test terminology content \[[@B6]\]. Although the cross mapping table between SNOMED CT and LOINC is incomplete, the method of mapping between them can be reused to map between SNOMED CT and CPT, if the CPT codes for laboratory tests could be expressed in LOINC structure \[[@B7]\].

Thus our first action was to evaluate the utility of the LOINC semantic structure as a terminology model for representing CPT, by dividing CPT items into LOINC axes. Second, CPT codes for laboratory aspects have more information, which cannot be covered by LOINC, but is expressed by SNOMED CT, which has a larger coverage. We present a proposed ontology for the categorization of the area of CPT that is less covered by LOINC \[[@B8]\]. Finally, a proposed mapping strategy between CPT and SNOMED CT using LOINC structure is discussed.

II. Methods
===========

1. Analyzing Sentence of CPT Codes
----------------------------------

In total, 1,149 codes in the \'Pathology and Laboratory\' section (CPT code 80047-89356) of CPT, except the \'surgical pathology,\' \'cytopathology,\' and \'anatomic pathology\' subsections, which are not laboratory tests, were analyzed.

Two clinical laboratory medicine doctors dissected each sentence of the CPT codes, and discrepancies were discussed and mutual agreement was reached. Each part of the CPT sentence was assigned to the six LOINC axes (component, system, property, scale, time aspect, method); remaining parts of the sentence that could not be included in LOINC axes were recorded separately.

2. Assigning CPT Codes into LOINC Axes
--------------------------------------

Because there are many synonyms in the CPT and LOINC codes, the individual parts of CPT were not mapped, but rather were manually assigned to one of the LOINC six axes, regardless of the presence of CPT words in the LOINC database.

Component, one of the axes of LOINC, was force-assigned in all CPT codes, even in cases when CPT codes did not have a real \'component.\' For example, 82397 (CPT code), \'chemiluminescent assay\'; this CPT code contains information only about a method, without information about component. In this case, the component was assumed to be \'any component\' available, and an annotation was attached and separately recorded for mapping with SNOMED CT (e.g., \'any component could be allowed\' was added as additional information as a subpart for SNOMED CT mapping).

Rules in notes under each subsection of the CPT code book were applied to all subcodes in that subsection for assignment to LOINC axes. For example, notes in the \'therapeutic drug assays\' subsection state that \'examination is quantitative.\' Thus, we regarded all the codes under this subsection as quantitative tests and assigned them a quantitative \'scale\' (one of the LOINC axes). Another example is in the \'urinalysis\' subsection; if specific codes did not define the \'system\' (one of the LOINC axes), we deemed the \'system\' to be urine.

CPT codes including words of \'unlisted tests\' in CPT were not dissected, and the full sentence was assigned to a component of LOINC if other parts existed that could match with the axes of LOINC. For example, 85999 (CPT code), \'Unlisted hematology and coagulation procedure\' was assigned to the component (force-assign, any component), and an annotation was recorded as a subpart for SNOMED CT mapping: \'any component could be allowed in the hematology and coagulation section.\'

The following is a general example of dissecting a CPT code into the axes of LOINC: 84156 (CPT codes); \'Protein, total, except by refractometry: urine\' → \'component; protein, total,\' \'system: urine,\' \'method: except by refractometry\' and \'annotation for SNOMED CT mapping: (method) other than refractometry.\'

3. Categorization of CPT Subpart for SNOMED CT Mapping
------------------------------------------------------

Some CPT codes had extra information that could not be covered by the LOINC semantic structure including some annotations created during LOINC assign. All such information was collected, analyzed, and categorized. We created three classes for categorization of subparts for SNOMED CT mapping: types, subjects, and objects. We also defined properties to be used for specifying the meaning of sentences. The \'types\' class is defined as one of \'allowance or restriction\' and represents the general meaning of the subpart for SNOMED CT. The \'types\' class has one of the following properties: any, each, several, except for. The \'object\' class is the object of the types-class expression in the sentence. The \'subject\' class was created for presenting subparts of SNOMED CT mapping more clearly. Most subjects of collected data were concerned with the axes of LOINC, and to make definite relationships with LOINC axes and such information, the axes of LOINC were also used as key \'subjects.\' For example, the sentence, \"This CPT code allowed for any component (within assigned LOINC axes).\" can be expressed as Subjects (component) + Types (allowance, any) + Objects (component) (+ subparts of assigned LOINC axes). In this case, the subjects class is not meaningful. Here is another example: The sentence, \"This CPT code could be chargeable whenever each test is performed with another system.\" Can be expressed as Subjects (charge) + Types (allowance, each) + Objects (system). We simplified the subparts for SNOMED CT mapping with the rules described.

III. Results
============

1. Assigning CPT Codes into LOINC Axes
--------------------------------------

All of the analyzed CPT codes were forced to be assigned into a component part of LOINC, as described in the Methods. The system of LOINC axes was found in 309 CPT codes, scale 555, property 19, method 412, and time aspect 4. The scale was usually expressed in CPT codes as \'quantitative,\' \'qualitative,\' \'qualitative or semiquantitative,\' and \'ratio.\' The scale of the LOINC axes could be analogized from the properties of LOINC. For example, test results with a ratio property were assumed to be on a quantitative scale. [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} shows how the CPT codes were dissected into the six axes of LOINC. CPT codes containing component and scale only were the most common.

2. Categorization of CPT Subpart for SNOMED CT Mapping
------------------------------------------------------

Of the 1,149 CPT codes we analyzed, 351 had additional information that did not match the axes of LOINC. We categorized the remaining sentences as described. The \'types\' class was defined as \'allowance or restriction.\' The contents (instances) of the object were determined, such as component, system, method, time, number, purpose, diagnosis, and XXX (other) in our study. We also determined the \'subjects\' class to be subject to combinations of type and object. The class of \'subjects\' was supposed to have firm instances in the six axes of LOINC and \'charge\' by definition. [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} presents the extracted combination of type, property, object, and subject to classes from the remaining sentences of CPT codes. All combinations of \'Type + Object + Subject to\' would be possible, at least theoretically, but those shown in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} were the only combinations extracted in our study. The instance number and properties are flexible and changeable, as are combinations of them.

3. Schema for Mapping CPT with SNOMED CT
----------------------------------------

SNOMED CT provides an integration table with LOINC. It contains concept identifiers from SNOMED CT that relate specific components of the LOINC test to the SNOMED CT hierarchy \[[@B9]\]. \'RelationshipType\' in SNOMED CT is a concept identifier (ConceptID) from the SNOMED CT concepts table and defines the relationship between the LOINC name and the target SNOMED concept. Because components of the \'subject to\' class, except \'charge,\' are the same as the six axes of LOINC, the relationship among components of the \'subject to\' class can be readily expressed by SNOMED CT RelationshipType. Then, if the relationship among \'types,\' \'property,\' and \'object\' and the relationship between \'charge\' (extracted from CPT, which is a part unmatched with LOINC) and the LOINC axes could be defined with SNOMED CT ConceptID, the sentences of CPT code could be translated into SNOMED CT without ambiguity ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

In this schema, the instances of parts are flexible. New instances in the property or object class did not break down the structure of the coordinated SNOMED CT codes system. We supposed that every instance (voluntarily created) of each class could be matched with SNOMED CT ConceptID or post-coordinated codes.

IV. Discussion
==============

For the automated generation of bills for laboratory tests, we adapted the LOINC structure to CPT. A draft version of a mapping table between LOINC and CPT was published by the National Library of Medicine in 2006 \[[@B5]\]. However, it did not contain all possible matches, and it was just a mapping table, not a mapping method or algorithm. Thus, it was limited in that it could not keep up with a new version of LOINC or CPT, which is why we developed a mapping algorithm that would be less influenced by the contents of LOINC or CPT.

In some studies, the relationship between the axes of LOINC has been analyzed for each test and has a different SNOMED CT code, case by case \[[@B10]\]. However what we wanted was not a real-world mapping with SNOMED CT, but CPT with SNOMED CT using the LOINC structure. This means that the role of SNOMED CT is not to express real things at this time. For the automated generation of bills, the role of SNOMED CT is cross bridging between CPT and LOINC. If the LOINC codes were used to order OCS, additional information for matching CPT is required. This seeking process would be possible by defining SNOMED RelationshipType of the \'type\' class, \'object\' class, and \'subject to\' class \[[@B9]\]. Each LOINC code fully describes its own meaning; the relationship among the six axes need not \'describe a real meaning,\' but \'describe only which axis is concerned,\' with SNOMED CT. This algorithm can be applied with any code set that represents laboratory tests, including the Korean code set, due to the excellence of the LOINC axes structure.

In the results of dissecting CPT into LOINC axes, almost half of the CPT codes were dissected into more than three axes of LOINC ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). If CPT codes have more matching parts for the axes of LOINC, the less LOINC codes can be mapped to CPT code (Generally, one CPT code can be mapped with multiple LOINC codes, which is also true for the Korean code set). About 25% of CPT codes had only one matching part of LOINC, \'component,\' and some concepts of CPT could not be found among LOINC items. At this time, like the procedure code, the SNOMED CT ConceptID could be used instead of LOINC to express concepts of CPT. [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} shows our suggestion for categorizing subparts for SNOMED CT mapping. It is just one option for categorization. We hope this can be developed further by experts in the field.

The algorithm developed in this study has some limitations. First, to express instances of each class, post-coordination of SNOMED CT may be needed. Some relationships between type class and object class or charge and subject to class and other classes may not be found in SNOMED CT ConceptID. To minimize the use of post-coordination, more and more delicate categorizations of classes would be required. Second, this method can be applied only in the area of laboratory tests. Finally, the generated SNOMED CT code in our algorithm could not fully describe real things, and is only useful for generating bills.

Our study presents a method for mapping between SNOMED CT and CPT laboratory test concepts through LOINC for automated coding to CPT from EMR data recorded with SNOMED CT for billing purposes. The CPT codes are used in the US, but not in Korea. Nonetheless, we suggest that the algorithm for mapping could be widely used, and would also work with the Korean health insurance claim code set.
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CPT: Current Procedural Terminology, LOINC: Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes.
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A conceptual structured combinations of CPT sentences that were not directly dissected into LOINC axes
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